INTRODUCTION
In a series of papers (see. e.g . • Johnson et al. (1985) . (1986). (1988) and the bibliographies therein for an applications-oriented survey of some of the results) the effects of inspection errors on a number of procedures for detecting nonconforming (NC) items among a set of n items have been studied.
The simplest such scheme is individual testing of each item. This requires n tests. The other procedures have been designed with the aim of reducing the number of tests required.
If inspection is perfect then all procedures ultimately identify all the NC items and no others. If errors occur, then this is no longer so. In such cases, in addition to the expected number of tests required, it is necessary to consider the probabilities of correct assessment, PC(NC) , PC(C) for nonconforming and conforming (C) items, respectively.
The procedures so far considered include: 1) Dorfman group testing. Dorfman (1943) proposed that (if possible) a single test be applied to all n items as a group to determine if there is at least one NC item among them. Only if the presence of at least one item is indicated, is individual testing undertaken. A set containing at least one NC item will be termed a NC set; a set with no NC items is a C set. 2) Hierarchical Dorfman group testing. The set of n items is divided into hI subsets of n 1 items each; each subset is divided 2 into~sub sets of~items each and so on. (n =hlnl = h2hl~= ... ). As in 1) the whole set is tested first, but if the presence of at least one NC item is indicated, each subset is tested (rather than immediate recourse to individual testing). The procedure continues (testing each sub i set in any i-I sub set found to contain NC items, and so on) until the smallest (sub k sets) are reached. Only if the latter give NC indication is individual testing undertaken.
3) Dorfman-Sterrett group testing. Sterrett (1957) • (a) there may be a limit on the number of reversions to group testing:
(b) reversions may occur only after k() 1) items are found to be NC.
Combinations of 1). 2) and/or 3) are also possible.
Combining Dorfman-Sterrett with hierarchal classification we might consider a procedure in which. as in the Dorfman procedure.
(i) the whole set of n items is tested for the presence of at least one NC item. and
(ii) if the presence of an NC item is indicated. all items in the first of h subsets. each of size n 1 • are tested individually:
then. depending on the results obtained in (ii) . all items
in the second subset are tested individually or the remaining (n-n 1 ) items are tested as a group (then proceeding as in (i):
and so on).
The dependence on the results in (ii) might be deterministic -for example. proceed to individual testing of the next subset if at least k items (among the n 1 in the subset tested individually) are found to be NC. The Dorfman-Sterrett procedure is a special case of this type with n 1 = 1 (so hI =n) and k = 1. (The 'subsets' are. in fact. individual items.)
Since we may find z = O.I •.... (n 1 -l) or n 1 items which appear to be NC among the n 1 tested in the subset it would seem reasonable to try to take into account the actual value of z in a more fine-tuned manner. This can be done by making the decision to revert to group testing a random one. with the probability of such reversion depending on z.
In this paper we will study the effects of errors in inspection on such procedures. We will confine ourselves to 
We will allow the probability of resorting to group testing for the remaining (n-ntj) untested individuals. given an observed -6 -of Zj to depend on j as well as Zj: we will denote it Then the probability that the remaining (n-n1j) items by P j.
Zj'
are subjected to a group test, given that the j-th subgroup is tested individually is value, Zj' n 1
(When no confusion can be caused, the symbol "Y j will be used.)
The values {P j} can be chosen arbitrarily. all Z and j we have the original Dorfman procedure.
It will be assumed that the group of n items has been chosen at random from a large (effectively infinite) population.
The proportion of NC items in this population will be denoted by w. Figure 1 is a flow chart of the procedure. Analytical properties will now be discussed.
ANALYSIS
As already mentioned, in this paper we suppose the probabilities of decision for any group test do not depend on the size of the set tested. The probabilities of NC decision will be denoted by PO (for group testing) and p (for individual testing) for truly NC items or (sub)sets: for truly C items or groups the symbols will be Po and p' respectively. We also suppose that the total number of items is a multiple of the subset size, so that n=hn 1 .
• -7 -A further assumption is that results of tests are mutually independent.
We first make The probability that the first subset is tested individually is 9 0 =~o' The probability that the j-th subset is tested individually is j-1 
In order to obtain the unconditioned values. (I). (2) and (3) must be averaged over all l with appropriate weights.
The probability that! = l (i.e. Yj=Yj; for j=I •...•h) is
For the expected number of tests. we have E=!P E. l l l
The expected percentage reduction (as compared with simple individual inspection) in number of tests is EPR=I00(I-Eln) For probability of correct classification of NC item.
(since pc(NCll) applies to each of to NC items):
For probability of correct classification of a C item (since PC(Cll) applies to each of (n-t O ) C items)
Tables I and II (extracted from a considerably more extensive set. available from the second author) provide some representative values of EPR. PC(C) and PC(NC) for n = 12, a few combinations of values of the parameters n 1 , PO' PO' p, p' and P j. Although it is necessary, in any specific case, to take z, into account details specific thereto, it is possible to make -10 -some useful general comments.
Even without studying specific numerical values. it can be seen that (i) PC(C)~1 -p' and (11) PC(NC)~poP. This is because (i) an item can be declared C either on individual testing Q[ as a result of a group test. and (ii) to be declared NC an item must be tested individually.
Conversely. any item which is not tested individually mY!! have been declared C. We would expect. therefore. that any procedure that increases the amount of group testing will tend to increase PC(C). but. unfortunately. to decrease PC(NC).
Of course. numerical values assist in assessing the relative importance of these two effects. though it is also desirable to have some idea of relative costs (and also sampling costs. when taking EPR into consideration).
From Tables I and II . we see that (a) EPR is not greatly affected by inspection strategy (b) PC(NC) is affected more substantially by inspection strategy. There is an adverse effect when strategies with P j decreasing with z are used -more specifically when z. P O . j is higb.
(c) EPR increases as w decreases.
If~t is desired to optimize only one of the values PC(C) and PC(NC) a deterministic strategy. with each P j equal to z.
either 0 or 1. will be nearly optimal. but when some compromise is needed a probabilistic strategy may be advan~eous.
We now present studies of a few specific cases. We take n = 12. n 1 =2 and inspection strategy 1.00 j 0.00 j 0.00 j 1 (0.15 j~0 .9)j 1 -(0.75). .98. say). however, the decrease in PC(NC) is slight.
ADDENDA
(I) We plan to study the effects of departures from our assumptions on the properties of randomized-sequential procedures. In an initial inquiry, we have supposed that the probability (PO) of a NC decision for group test of the last -15 -(h-j) subsets containing at least one truly NC item is 
• (TO is necessarily greater than zero in the last case.)
These three values do not vary much if w is small and n is not too small (~3. say). In the last case the suggested "equivalent
I(I-n )(I-w). (10)
For the parameter values used in Table III, It might also be necessary to allow for possible differences in probabilities of correct classification for
• Table III . n = 12; n 1 = 2;. h = 6; p& = 0.05; p = 0.98; p = 0.05 
